
WRITING AND SOLVING TWO STEP EQUATIONS WORKSHEET

Free worksheets where you will practice writing and solving two step equations to match real world situations. Answers
are included for these and many more.

How many months will you have to save before you can go on your family vacation? If you want to check the
result â€” you can. Note: one-step equations should have been mastered in the 5th grade. Write an equation to
solve the problem. If you are not confident in your abilities to solve two-step equations with word problems,
you can go to one-step equations â€” word problems and practice some more before continuing with this
lesson. Keeping an equation in balance is a common thread throughout all algebra. First thing we have to do in
this assignment is to find the variable and see what its connection is with the other values. Demonstrate the
following on the overhead with students using tiles. Discuss each step thoroughly. Since the solution is not a
whole number, discuss with your family about how to round the answer. For how many hours did she rent the
bike? That means the number of hours is our variable. Assessment Plan Give students 2 or 3 two-step
equations and ask them to draw algebra tiles to represent the equations, showing the steps involved. Then
isolate the variable by using inverse operations. Review writing and solving one-step equations using algebra
tiles. Linear equations with one variable have only one solution. Addition and subtraction are inverse
operations; multiplication and division are inverse operations. Instructional Procedures Distribute algebra tiles,
mats, and colored pencils accompanying worksheets. Then find the solution to the equations. Discuss the
importance of completing one step before moving on to the next. These word problems are called two-step
because you have to perform two mathematical operations in order to solve them. The sandwich has calories
and the potato chips have 23 calories each. In this case â€” addition subtraction and multiplication division.
Two-step equations â€” word problems exams for teachers Exam Name. Two or three class periods might
even be used for review to ensure confidence in these equations. Curriculum Integration Present some real
world problems that require a two-step equation to solve the problem.


